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‘Most people are not ready for love and truth. They want entertainment, excite-
ment, information and change - satisfaction. So they read newspapers, maga-
zines, novels, watch television, listen to the radio and have interesting debates 
and discussions.

We all enjoy these things to a degree. But when they are the main focus of our 
lives, or of the people around us, we start to die inside. We dry up. And often we 
don’t know what’s happening. We begin to think there’s something wrong with 
us.

What’s happened is that we’ve tired of the endless search for satisfaction that 
never satisfies. We’ve started to mature. We now want fulfilment, something 
lasting. We long for love and truth.

Love and truth are not information. Information is what is added to you, like all 
the data stored in your memory.

Love and truth are knowledge - self knowledge, original knowledge, the knowl-
edge of the depths of your being. So when I speak to you of love and truth I 
don’t really tell you anything new. I merely reflect the knowledge of what you 
are - buried in your memory under all the information of what you think you 
are.’

WHY READ THE PINGO MAGAZINE?

The function of a spiritual fine art magazine is to help other people reach and 
realise a greater depth inside them so that they become freer and more fulfilled 
in their lives. PINGO has the God-given ability to do this through the transform-
ing power of its writers’ realised consciousness.

WHY HORS D’OEUVRE?

“Hors d’oeuvre” literally means “out of creation” or “out of existance”.
This issue is mirroring our external existence. In order to realize life and truth I 
need to be out of existence, however. I need to be able to look at existence from 
an external position. This will help me to see clearly. 



Steam Hotel Västerås
                   Sweden



THE RIVAL 
a hotel
in Stockholm



DIE DREIVIERTLER 
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carmen 
 
 playing at the opera in oslo 

directed by Mona Klau 

depicts sexual scenes



classic afghan food
 
chopan 
münchen  



  
enjoy a variety of cakes 
at urban bakery münchen 

children YES 
decaf NO
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DISNEYLAND PARIS

impresses with its atten-
tion to details

thus, maintaining the 
magic of an illusionary 
world 

besides, the themepark’s 
rollercoasters are fun to 
ride



northern lights at café blá  münchen



homemade felafel
filled eggplants 
turkish lentil soup

döner meraba
greifswalder straße 32
berlin



delicicious cakes 
soy milk YES * decaf NO 

café jubel 
hufelandstraße * berlin
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Ammer
Entenbraterei

glutenfree cake: no
decaf cappuccino with oat-milk: no
alcohol-free shandy: yes
supporting mass-slaughter: yes



tango
zentrum 
münchen

testről és lélekről
watched at eye amsterdam

movie: highly recommendable
movie-theatre: recommendable



toshita 
teahouse
münchen

great variety of teas: YES
vegan, healthy, tasty food: absolutely
big windows: yes
pleasant atmosphere: sure
friendly staff: yeah
generous owner: oh yes





Volker Behrend Peters





tasty food in 
stockholm

check out Sankt Paulsgatan 35 in 
Stockholm

thick and perfect: natural lassī
may cause flatulence: YES



© Sebastian Schulz





    café LATEI
       Zeedijk 143 - Amsterdam

creamy oatmilk decaf 
cappuccino
YES

gluten-free bread
NO



BETTY BLUE in AMSTERDAM

raw cake: quickly sold out
delicious oat-milk cappuccino: yes
charming cook: yes
decaf: yes



VOLKSHOTEL
Amsterdam



LAPPI NEW YEAR´S DANCE
Contact Improvisation Gathering at 
Vuojärvi /Lapland

serving gluten-free dishes only joo
surrounded by nature juu
sauna yes
little private spheres true
participants included in creating a 
program that is so



max pett 
münchen

vegan food: yes
peanut drink: yes
plush chairs: yes
gluten-free cake: yes
friendly staff: yes



Hello! 

I SPEAK THE TRUTH 
behind the brain. I teach 
people to be the truth. And 
in the truth there are no 
problems. Which makes it 
a very limited experience 
for anyone who’s looking 
for excitement or a con-
tinuation of their problems. 
The truth is of course the 
most joyous and delight-
ful state, but that is utterly 
and completely within.
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The world might say, ‘I want some music, a 
roller coaster, anything   but don’t give me this 
awful, cold, straightforward, utterly unavoidable 
truth.’ The world lives in the display, the exhibi-
tion. It laughs when its heart’s really breaking 
inside. It says, ‘Everything’s alright.’ And it’s not 
alright. Because everyone’s crying to the wall 
every night for lack of love.

Men and women lose themselves in thinking 
instead of offering themselves every moment to 
the glory that is life. But when they are threat-
ened with death   they are going to die in two 
weeks or tomorrow   suddenly they realize that 
life is good! What a funny thing this brain is   it 
only gets enlightened in the moment it faces 
death! So you’ve got to die every moment. That 
is how to have uninterrupted enlightenment of 
the brain.

Men and women engage in the fantasy of the 
past or the fantasy of the future, which have no 
reality. Very seldom does anyone ever speak 
of now   yet everyone craves to be now. For all 
problems disappear now; events happen now 
and you deal with them moment to moment. To 
live in that reality   where there is no past and 
no future   that is the kingdom of heaven. And if 
I find the kingdom of heaven within me, then it 
happens without. That’s the law of life.
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ODESSA 

IS THE SILENT SHIP    
AMSTERDAM





Peter Schlemihl

BERLIN
 
Willibald-Alexis-Straße 25  
 
 
meaty dishes    YES
family vibes   YES
soy milk   NOT REALLY

PERFECT STAFF  YES
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peanut 
 
South American plant of the pea family that bears these 
seeds, which develop in pods that ripen underground. It 
is widely cultivated, esp. in the southern U.S., and large 
quantities are used to make oil or animal feed. 

De Pindakaaswinkel  

Amsterdam
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vi vadi 
münchen

gluten free pizza & 
pasta: yes
lounge music: yes
soy milk: no
gluten-free cake: no
friendly staff: yes



NYC this play written by Luca Hillen contains both altered prose 
        passages by Barry Long and lyrics written by Conor Oberst

The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles are a fictional team of four teenage anthropomorphic turtles, named after four Renaissance artists, who were trained by their anthropomorphic rat sensei in the art of 
ninjutsu. From their home in the storm sewers of New York City, they battle petty criminals, evil overlords, mutated animals, and alien invaders while attempting to remain isolated from society.

somewhere deep down in the storm sewers of New York City

Leonardo flips through a history book with drawings of the late Middle Ages. Michelangelo is sleeping next to him on a couch. In the book are paintings of 
warriors fighting against each other. Others depict people with aureolas around their heads.

Leonardo when did it go wrong, I wonder... all those wars nowadays, greed, ignorance, despite...how could that happen? why did the world go mad?

Raphael (who is sitting in another corner busy polishing the blade of his weapon) 
the world? the world seems fine to me...if there wasn't human kind!

Leonoardo Bingo! What is wrong with that species? Why do they create so much trouble? While every other animal is doing fine? Can't they see how mad they 
are? Isn't it obvious? Those freaks are not only fighting each other to death but pollute the rest of the planet. Cutting down forests, fishing empty seas, drilling 
thousands of holes into the earth to get all the minerals...not some, all of them! But never realising what they do. It is so God damn obvious that this is not right. 
But yeah, God! God is on their side. And God = right. You don't have to look far. East and west. Madness everywhere. I guess God suggests an oil hike when 
they talk to God at night. What a freak God that must be. Does this God ask to rape their womenʼs rights or send poor farm kids off to die? How do those 
conversations look like? Are the conversations brief or long? Are the consonants all hard or soft? Is this God resolute all down the line? Is every issue black or 
white? Does what God say ever change their mind when humans talk to God?

Raphael laughs. Leonardo continues speaking and while he speaks there is a rhythm coming in. Raphael picks it up and starts stumping his feed and 
drumming with his knives

Leo singing When human beings talk to God does he raise his thumb or merely nod? Agree which convicts should be killed? Where prisons should be built and 
filled? Which voter fraud must be concealed when humans talk to God?!

Michelangelo wakes up, immediately picking up the tune and joining with a guitar

Leo singing When human beings talk to God I wonder which one plays the better cop 
Human We should find some jobs. The ghettos broke! 
God No, they're lazy, honey, I say we don't: Just give them more liquor stores and dirty coke! 
Leo That's what God recommends!

Raphael and Michelangelo smile and nod approvingly towards each other

Leo singing When a human being talks to God, do they drink near beer and go play golf? While they pick which country is to invade!? Which asylum seeker still 
can be saved? I guess God just calls a spade a spade! When a human talks to God

Raphael shouting You are God damn right! Yeah!

Leo lifting his arm asking for silence. Rapha and Michelangelo stop playing 

Leo When a human being talks to God does he ever think that maybe he's not? That that voice is just inside his head?! When he kneels next to his oak tree 
bed! Does he ever smell his own bullshit? When a human talks to God?

Raphael and Michelangelo burst out with applause.

Leo I doubt it!

Raphael Well done...I mean sing sang sung, fellow!

Michelangelo Yep, great song. But what's wrong with human beings? I like them. Who would deliver me my Calzone...or even more important...who would 
prepare it?

Raphael laughs

Leo Don't you get it? Human kind emanates negativity all over the world and you are concerned with pizza?! Be serious, please!

Michelangelo I am! Without pizza my life would be half as good as it is now. No, less! A third as good...a quarter!

Leo Poor you! You know what your problem is? That you want something! This transformation into a mutant teenage ninja turtle has not done you any good. 
Your desires remind me of the cravings of a human. Stop wanting. Start not wanting!

The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles are a fictional team of four teenage anthropomorphic turtles, named after four 
Renaissance artists, who were trained by their anthropomorphic rat sensei in the art of ninjutsu. From their home in 
the storm sewers of New York City, they battle petty criminals, evil overlords, mutated animals, and alien invaders 
while attempting to remain isolated from society. 

somewhere deep down in the storm sewers of New York City 

Leonardo flips through a history book with drawings of the late Middle Ages. Michelan-
gelo is sleeping next to him on a couch. There are paintings of warriors fighting against 
each other. Others depict people with aureolas around their heads. 

Leonardo When did it go wrong, I wonder... all those wars nowadays, greed, ignorance, 
despite...how could that happen? why did the world go mad? 

Raphael (who is sitting in another corner busy polishing the blade of his weapon) The 
world? The world seems fine to me...if there wasn’t human kind! 

Leonoardo Bingo! What is wrong with that species? Why do they create so much trouble? 
While every other animal is doing fine? Can’t they see how mad they are? Isn’t it obvious? 
Those freaks are not only fighting each other to death but pollute the rest of the planet. 
Cutting down forests, fishing empty seas, drilling thousands of holes into the earth to get 
all the minerals...not some, all of them! But never realising what they do. It is so God 
damn obvious that this is not right. But yeah, God! God is on their side. And God = right. 
You don’t have to look far. East and west. Madness everywhere. I guess God suggests an 
oil hike when they talk to God at night. What a freak God that must be. Does this God ask 
to rape their womenʼs rights or send poor farm kids off to die? How do those conversa-
tions look like? Are the conversations brief or long? Are the consonants all hard or soft? Is 
this God resolute all down the line? Is every issue black or white? Does what God say ever 
change their mind when humans talks to God? 

Raphael laughs. Leonardo continues and while he speaks there is a rhythm coming in. Ra-
phael picks it up and starts stumping his feed and drumming with his knives 

Leo When human beings talk to God does he raise his thumb or merely nod? Agree which 
convicts should be killed? Where prisons should be built and filled? Which voter fraud must 
be concealed when humans talk to God?! 

Michelangelo wakes up, immediately picking up the tune and joining with a guitar 

Leo When human beings talk to God I wonder which one plays the better cop
Human We should find some jobs. The ghettos broke!
God No, they’re lazy, honey, I say we don’t: Just give them more liquor stores and dirty coke! 
That’s what God recommends! 

Raphael and Michelangelo smile and nod approvingly towards each other 

Leo When a human being talks to God, do they drink near beer and go play golf? While they 
pick which countries to invade!? Which asylum seeker still can be saved? I guess God just 
calls a spade a spade When a human talks to God 

Raphael shouting You are God damn right! Yeah!

Leo lifting his arm asking for silence. Rapha and Michelangelo stop playing 

Leo When a human being talks to God does he ever think that maybe he’s not? That that voice 
is just inside his head?! When he kneels next to his oak tree bed! Does he ever smell his own 
bullshit when a human talks to God? 

Raphael and Michelangelo burst out with applause. 

Leo I doubt it! 

Raphael Well done...I mean sung, fellow! 

Michelangelo Absolutely! Great song! But what’s wrong with human beings? I like them. 
Who would deliver me my Calzone...or even more important...who would prepare it? 

Raphael laughs

Leo Don’t you get it? Human kind emanates negativity all over the world and you are con-
cerned with pizza?! Be serious, please! 

Michelangelo I am! Without pizza my life would be half as good as it is now. No, less! A 
third as good...a quarter! 



Leo Poor you! You know what your problem is? That you want something! This transforma-
tion into a mutant teenage ninja turtle has not done you any good. Your desires remind me of 
the cravings of a human. Stop wanting. Start not wanting!

Michelangelo Right! then I stop wanting having no pizzas!

Leo that is also wanting! My God! Michelangelo...you have turned more into a human being 
than I was aware of...get out of it! Stop identifying with your needs...do you remember what 
Master Splinter said about the secret of killing in our first martial art class? He said “You 
must have nothing arising”! 

Michelangelo What about the sun? Does the sun not rise? 

Leo Are you listening? “Nothing arising inside you!” There must be things arising external-
ly. An arising sun should make no difference to us. Only temperature wise...which makes a 
difference of course...anyway...What Splinter meant is having no opinions arising, no be-
liefs, no mantras, no wanting, no trying, no effort, no clamour, no clutter... 

Raphael But how does one achieve this? Is there one thing that I can do to help eliminate 
the clutter? 

Michelangelo Yes! How can I do that?! 

Leo How? Get rid of ʻIʼ – I who am always reflecting on something. If I’m not reflecting on 
my memory, I am reflecting on my emotions. If I am not doing either of those, I’m dream-
ing. And, of course, I’m dreaming while I’m awake – wishful thinking. If I am thinking of 
pizza then I am reflecting on pizza...always reflecting because I am so unintelligent. I be-
come the lowest end of intelligence – the human mind. And I haven’t got the stillness that 
can focus on every moment. Why would anybody want to exist in the past anyway? Being 
in the past is not possible anyway! I only exist in the past as a reflection on the past! A re-
flection on my memory, my emotions, knowledge, or information. I only exist there. But 
in the moment, where there is only perception, now, I disappear. Then there is the state of 
absence. And there’s no person, no Raphael, no Michelangelo; there’s no ego. There’s just 
what is. 

Raphael So what can I do? 

Michelangelo Yes! What?! 

Leo What you can do? You’ve got to get rid of ʻIʼ. You’ve got to stop reflecting. You’ve got 
to stop thinking. You’ve got to stop wishing. You’ve got to stop wanting to escape. You’ve 
just got to stop all those things. You’ve got to stop reflecting on your emotions, on your 
thoughts, on your memory. While you do that, I exist. 

Raphael It’s a negation rather than a positive doing? 

Leo Oh, yes. It’s a negation of everything – except doing. Nobody on earth can stop doing. 
Master Splinter went into a cave (so we’re told) and he wanted to meditate. But that was 
a doing. After having red Schopenhauer’s “ethics of suicide” he wanted to starve himself. 
That was a doing. Nobody can stop doing in this existence. And that’s all right. What’s 
wrong with doing? Nothing. You can’t help it. But you don’t have to be attached to the 
doing so that it produces an ʻIʼ who reflects on the doing. It’s when I reflect on what I am 
doing – that’s the problem. If I reflect on what I am doing, I then wonder, ʻIs it right or is 
it wrong?ʼ And as soon as I do that, I reflect on the religious culture that I am in, or some 
morality or ethic that I’ve heard of, and I try to live that – and that’s impossible. You can’t 
live a morality; you can’t live an ethic, because it will always mislead you and you’ll end 
up wondering what you’re doing. 

Michelangelo who got hold of a pizza menu in the meantime. Rather talking to himself I do 
not wonder so much what I am doing but what I am choosing! 

Raphael But is imagination and self-reflection not exactly that what distinguishes human 
beings from the rest of the animal species? 

Leo Yes you are right. But human kind seems to rape that magnificent ability!
When I try to reflect on the truth for instance I make up all sorts of things. I imagine what 
philosophers or saints have said, what Jesus said, what Master Splinter or any kind of au-
thority said. I reflect on that and I think Iʼve got hold of something. I then apply that to do-
ing, as a ceremony, as a practice. And thatʼs rubbish because ʻIʼ is doing it, ʻIʼ has decided; 
whereas the truth is to get rid of ʻIʼ. 

Michelangelo right! then i stop wanting having no pizzas!

Leo that is also wanting! My God! Michelangelo...you have turned more into a human being than I was aware of...get out of it! Stop identifying with your 
needs...do you remember what Master Splinter said about the secret of killing in our first martial art class? He said "you must have nothing arising"!

Michelangelo What about the sun? Does the sun not rise?

Leo Are you listening? "Nothing arising inside you!" There must be things arising externally. An arising sun should make no difference to us. Only temperature 
wise...which makes a difference of course...anyway...What Splinter meant is having no opinions arising, no beliefs, no mantras, no wanting, no trying, no effort, 
no clamour, no clutter...

Raphael But how does one achieve this? Is there one thing that I can do to help eliminate the clutter? 

Michelangelo Yes! How can I do that?!

Leo How? Get rid of ʻIʼ – I who am always reflecting on something. If I'm not reflecting on my memory, I am reflecting on my emotions. If I am not doing either 
of those, I'm dreaming. And, of course, I'm dreaming while I'm awake – wishful thinking. If I am thinking of pizza then I am reflecting on pizza...always reflecting 
because I am so unintelligent. I become the lowest end of intelligence – the human mind. And I haven't got the stillness that can focus on every moment,
Why would anybody want to exist in the past anyway? Being in the past is not possible anyway! I only exist in the past as a reflection on the past! A reflection 
on my memory, my emotions, knowledge, or information. I only exist there. But in the moment, where there is only perception, now, I disappear. Then there is 
the state of absence. And there's no person, no Raphael, no Michelangelo; there's no ego. There's just what is.

Raphael So what can I do? 

Michelangelo Yes! What?!

Leo What you can do? You've got to get rid of ʻIʼ. You've got to stop reflecting. You've got to stop thinking. You've got to stop wishing. You've got to stop 
wanting to escape. You've just got to stop all those things. You've got to stop reflecting on your emotions, on your thoughts, on your memory. While you do 
that, I exist.

Raphael It's a negation rather than a positive doing?

Leo Oh, yes. It's a negation of everything – except doing. Nobody on earth can stop doing. Master Splinter went into a cave (so we're told) and he wanted to 
meditate. But that was a doing. After having red Schopenhauer's "ethics of suicide" he wanted to starve himself. That was a doing. Nobody can stop doing in 
this existence. And that's all right. What's wrong with doing? Nothing. You can't help it. But you don't have to be attached to the doing so that it produces an ʻIʼ 
who reflects on the doing. It's when I reflect on what I am doing – that's the problem. If I reflect on what I am doing, I then wonder, ʻIs it right or is it wrong?ʼ And 
as soon as I do that, I reflect on the religious culture that I am in, or some morality or ethic that I've heard of, and I try to live that – and that's impossible. You 
can't live a morality; you can't live an ethic, because it will always mislead you and you'll end up wondering what you're doing.

Michelangelo who got hold of a pizza menu in the meantime. Rather talking to himself 
I do not wonder so much what I am doing but what I am choosing!

Raphael But is imagination and self-reflection not exactly that what distinguishes human beings from the rest of the animal species?

Leo Yes you are right. But human kind seems to rape that magnificent ability!
When I try to reflect on the truth for instance I make up all sorts of things. I imagine what philosophers or saints have said, what Jesus said, what Master 
Splinter or any kind of authority said. I reflect on that and I think Iʼve got hold of something. I then apply that to doing, as a ceremony, as a practice. And thatʼs 
rubbish because ʻIʼ is doing it, ʻIʼ has decided; whereas the truth is to get rid of ʻIʼ.

Michelangelo who is about to call the pizza service 
I can not find their telephone number. I think I know the number by heart…seven seven eight seven…or was it nine seven…

a female voice appears on the telephone

Amanda with a sexy voice
Hi, you have dialled the number of Cocka Hola…America's hottest talk line. Ladies, to talk to interesting and exciting guys, press one now. Guys, hot ladies are 
waiting to talk to you. Press two to connect for free now.ʼ 

Michelangelo: Hmm! Not necessarily what I had in mind at the moment but a little chat with a hot lady apparently waiting for me I can not refuse!

Leo desperately shakes his head



Michelangelo who is about to call the pizza service
I can not find their telephone number. I think I know the number by heart...seven seven eight 
seven...or was it nine seven... 

a female voice appears on the telephone 

Amanda with a sexy voice
Hi, you have dialled the number of Cocka Hola...America’s hottest talk line. Ladies, to talk to 
interesting and exciting guys, press one now. Guys, hot ladies are waiting to talk to you. Press 
two to connect for free now.ʼ 

Michelangelo: Hmm! Not necessarily what I had in mind at the moment but a little chat with a 
hot lady apparently waiting for me I can not refuse! 

Leo desperately shakes his head 

Michelangelo who is excitingly listening to whatever is going on at the other end of the phone 
suddenly remembers the conversation with Leo he had 
Wait a second! Leo! How the hell am I able to masturbate without any kind of imagination?! 

Rapha: You can’t! You are a turtle?! Remember?! 

Leo: He can! He is a mutant! Remember?! 

Mike: Stop fighting guys! I had a question! Remember?! 

Amanda: Hey, are still on the phone? It’s Amanda! 

Michelangelo does not answer but looks expectantly towards Leonardo 

Amanda: Remember? 

Leo: Sorry to disappoint you, Mike, without imagination you will have a hard time to mastur-
bate! When you cease imagining and fantasising about love, the masturbation stops. 

Mike: No way! First you tell me to stop eating pizza! And now you ask me not to myself any-
more?! That goes to far! Even if I wanted to stop it...I could not! It is too much of a habit! 

Leo No, the imagination is the habit, not the masturbation. The imagination stirs the sexual emo-
tionality like a whirlpool. 

Mike I can not! 

Leo ok, if you have to masturbate...and I understand you as the pressure to do so is intense...
particularly in the male... use as few images as you can. Don’t use faces. No one ever had sex 
with a face except in their imagination. So Mike, you being a heterosexual frog, I would recom-

mend you to only use the image of the genitals of a female frog because there are no female 
mutant frogs as far as I know. Or maybe you could use the image of a green water melon with 
one slice cut off...that would come closest to the genitals of a female frog mutant...except the 
black pits inside the red flesh of the fruit disturb the image of... 

Michaelangelo Masturbate on water melons?! You are sick, Leo!!! 

Rapha Yeah, Michel is right. Are you not going a bit too far? 

Leo No, I am serious! Get the images down to that alone, because that is closest to the ac
tuality. Anyhow, by not thinking or lusting after the opposite sex the impulse to masturbate 
will gradually disappear. You can get yourself off the global drug of sexual imagination. Start 
now. Say “good-bye” to Amanda and hung up. Be in your senses. Be out of your mind - and 
in your body. Be where you are. Be responsible. 

Michaelangelo No Leo. You are sick! Seriously sick! I’ve always had that notion somehow 
but now i am convinced. I won’t stop masturbation and I will for sure not feel guilty about it! 

Leo That’s fine: if you do masturbate don’t feel guilty. Guilt distorts the personality. As I 
explained, the error is not in the act of masturbating. It’s in the misuse of the imagination, not 
only during the act but more importantly during the rest of the normal daily activities when 
the mind is allowed to roam wherever it pleases. The compulsion to masturbate is almost 
universal today. It arose in the evolutionary past from the instinctive male drive in all animal 
species to mate and reproduce. In your special case, the case of the human turtle, the addition 
of self-consciousness apparently allowed reflection on its own organism, behaviour, emotion-
al reactions and memory. This faculty was denied the rest of the species. But it has its down-
side! In man and woman it produces guilt and self-doubt. 

Michaelangelo What about the monkeys at the central park zoo? I saw them masturbating, 
too! 

Leo The monkey in the zoo masturbates with outrageous detachment and lack of guilt. Un-
like man he couldn’t care less. That’s because he can’t see himself, can’t imagine. The mon-
key only feels. But he can’t feel he feels, can’t know it. So the monkey can’t make love. The 
power to make love, which man alone possesses, is the self-reflection that distinguishes him 
from the rest of the animal species. However, when he misuses this unique creative gift by 
reflecting on past sexual images and past emotions, he taps back into his animal past, into 
the mechanical animal drive, and masturbates or mates without love. He is then unhappy. If 
the monkey had the creative power to make love he would see himself masturbating and feel 
wretched too. But his only option is to masturbate or reproduce. 

Raphael why do monkeys masturbate anyway? 

Leo No Idea...I’ve only seen monkeys masturbate in captivity, not in the wild, however. And 
since man is the prisoner of his mind, and not yet the master of his imagination, he mastur-
bates.



In fact it would be so easy to be in this moment, like now, when those rats are running up 
and down the canals...and the cigarette butts floating through the canalisation system and the 
shit and the piss dripping out of those tubes there, there’s no imagination, no mind, no ʻIʼ. 
It’s just one great something or other that I cannot name – except to say it’s phenomenal.

Raphael But is that all it is? 

Michelangelo Exactly! Is that really all what is? 

At that moment the turtle’s archenemy Shredder suddenly breaks through the wall with a 
huge driller 

Shredder Not at all! There’s much more! laughs 

Through the hole in the wall plenty of Shredder’s soldiers enter the turtle’s headquarters. A 
bloody encounter starts to take place while in the background the ninja turtles theme song* 
starts to play: 

Hey jetzt kommen die Hero-Turtles
Super starken Hero-Turtles
Immer auf der Lauer
Immer etwas schlauer

Sie sind echt ein ultraheißes Team
wenn sie gegen Angst und Schrecken ziehen
Und sieht’s für Dich mal finster aus
Die Turtle-Jungs holen Dich da raus
...

*free download-link online: www.sisters.kinderbuenos.com/turtles.mp3
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 

Michelangelo who is excitingly listening to whatever is going on at the other end of the phone suddenly remembers the conversation with Leo he had
Wait a second! Leo! How the hell am I able to masturbate without any kind of imagination?!

Rapha: You can't! You are a turtle?! Remember?!

Leo: He can! He is a mutant! Remember?!

Michel: Stop fighting guys! I had a question! Remember?!

Amanda: Hey, are still on the phone? It's Amanda! 

Michelangelo does not answer but looks expectantly towards Leonardo 

Amanda: Remember?

Leo: Sorry to disappoint you, Mike, without imagination you will have a hard time to masturbate! When you cease imagining and fantasising about love, the 
masturbation stops.

Michel: No way! First you tell me to stop eating pizza! And now you ask me not to myself anymore?! That goes to far! Even if I wanted to stop it…I could not! 
It is too much of a habit!

Leo No, the imagination is the habit, not the masturbation. The imagination stirs the sexual emotionality like a whirlpool.

Michel I can not!

Leo ok, if you have to masturbate…and I understand you as the pressure to do so is intense…particularly in the male… use as few images as you can. Don't 
use faces. No one ever had sex with a face except in their imagination. So Mikel, you being a heterosexual frog, I would recommend you to only use the image 
of the genitals of a female frog because there are no female mutant frogs as far as I know. Or maybe you could use the image of a green water melon with one 
slice cut off…that would come closest to the genitals of a female frog mutant…except the black pits inside the red flesh of the fruit disturb the image of...

Michel Masturbate on water melons?! You are sick, Leo!!!

Rapha Yeah, Michel is right. Are you not going a bit too far?

Leo: No, I am serious! Get the images down to that alone, because that is closest to the actuality. Anyhow, by not thinking or lusting after the opposite sex the 
impulse to masturbate will gradually disappear. You can get yourself off the global drug of sexual imagination. Start now. Say "good-bye" to Amanda and hung 
up. Be in your senses. Be out of your mind - and in your body. Be where you are. Be responsible.  

Michel No Leo. You are sick! Seriously sick! I've always had that notion somehow but now i am convinced. I won't stop masturbation and I will for sure not feel 
guilty about it!

Leo That's fine: if you do masturbate don't feel guilty. Guilt distorts the personality. As I explained, the error is not in the act of masturbating. It's in the misuse 
of the imagination, not only during the act but more importantly during the rest of the normal daily activities when the mind is allowed to roam wherever it 
pleases.  The compulsion to masturbate is almost universal today. It arose in the evolutionary past from the instinctive male drive in all animal species to mate 
and reproduce. In your special case, the case of the human turtle, the addition of self-consciousness apparently allowed reflection on its own organism, 
behaviour, emotional reactions and memory. This faculty was denied the rest of the species. But it has its downside! In man and woman it produces guilt and 
self-doubt.

Michel What about the monkeys at the central park zoo? I saw them masturbating, too!

Leo The monkey in the zoo masturbates with outrageous detachment and lack of guilt. Unlike man he couldn't care less. That's because he can't see himself, 
can't imagine. The monkey only feels. But he can't feel he feels, can't know it. So the monkey can't make love. The power to make love, which man alone 
possesses, is the self-reflection that distinguishes him from the rest of the animal species. However, when he misuses this unique creative gift by reflecting on 
past sexual images and past emotions, he taps back into his animal past, into the mechanical animal drive, and masturbates or mates without love. He is then 
unhappy.  If the monkey had the creative power to make love he would see himself masturbating and feel wretched too. But his only option is to masturbate or 
reproduce. 

Raphael why do monkeys masturbate anyway?

Leo No Idea…I've only seen monkeys masturbate in captivity, not in the wild, however. And since man is the prisoner of his mind, and not yet the master of his 
imagination, he masturbates.
In fact it would be so easy to be in this moment, like now, when those rats are running up and down the canals... 
and the cigarette butts floating through the canalisation system and the shit and the piss dripping out of those tubes there, there's no imagination, no mind, no 
ʻIʼ. It's just one great something or other that I cannot name – except to say it's phenomenal.
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Pori Love Letter

thanks to its many volunteers 
Niilo & Harri are facilitating 
the Pori Film Festival.

The festival’s base is a for-
mer costume’s arsenal of the 
city’s opera. Obviously, this 
event contributes to the city’s 
cultural landscape; offering 
a space for people to connect 
or at least meet in one way or 
another.

I understand the value of truly 
connecting with one anoth-
er…
therefore, I’d like to thank 
you guys for your intention…
which I trust to be idle

kiitos



I’ve been speaking at public meetings and seminars for more than twenty years. I speak of 
life, truth, love, death and God. I address every aspect of the human condition.

I am original. The truth is always original, always fresh and new.

I am a tantric master. I know and live the divine mystery of love between man and woman. I 

speak of it.  I go into detail about lovemaking, honesty in relationships, what love is and 
how to bring it back when it’s been lost.

I introduced this knowledge of love to the western world. It is a new teaching for the indi-

vidual, bringing new honesty and clarity about love and sex – love and sex having become 
hopelessly polluted and responsible for massive unhappiness on this planet.

What is a Tantric Master?

A tantric master is someone who continuously brings into the world original knowledge of the 
mystery of divine love between man and woman. He has also by grace been given the divine 
power to bring woman to a greater realisation of the love of God, or the eternal, by physically 
making love to her; and eventually she transforms man. However, the woman must be willing 
and ready to start dying to her old selfish notions and expectations of love; and so must the 
man, in order to be transformed.

God in Existence

In my teaching there is God, or truth, out of existence; and God, or love, in existence.

Anyone who is truly God-realised has realised the extraordinary state of being which is 
outside the existence of all form and appearance. This realisation is the most important of all 
possible realisations for it is the realisation of the truth behind the universe and all existence. 
I call this the transcendental realisation and in my own case it occurred over three remarkable 
weeks in December 1968 in London.

Every aspect of my teaching is the endeavour to impart the rudiments of self-denial and the 

love of honesty and truth which are essential preparations if this mighty realisation is to 
occur. All the teaching of every master and teacher, and indeed all of life, is towards this end, 
whether it is known or not known.

The motivation of anyone who has realised the transcendental is to help others do the same; 
or, according to the teacher’s inspiration, to work in some way to help eliminate the ignorance 
and misery of those who can listen. In my own case I observed that most misery and unhappi-
ness on earth is caused by man and woman having forgotten how to love one another.
            
The forgetfulness or avoidance of true love is the greatest tragedy that anyone can observe in 
the lives of children, adults and in our decaying society. The love of man and woman, in its 
reality, I realised, is God in existence. This seems to be an even rarer realisation than that of 
the transcendental truth out of existence . . .

The primary spiritual practice is self-denial, giving and honesty – practised over a long 
period out of an inner perception of rightness and goodness. No one can make love rightly 
without this essential and ceaseless practice, just as no one can realise the Most High without 
the same one-pointed way of life. People may think they are making divine love, but without 
this dire self-abnegation they are kidding themselves.

café eerlijk
amsterdam

sourdough-bread: yes
exposing unknown artworks on their walls: yes
creamy oat-milk cappucino: yes
decaf: yes
gluten-free cookies: yes
offering coaching-interviews in the back-office: yes, they do



free hugs
with trinity schmidt 





BERLIN UNDER A

25 Avenue A * New York

OPEN TIL 4AM EVERY DAY

night bar & live music





visit Jack Bean
for vegan fastfood

at Weena 702
in Rotterdam



Chancha Via Circuito joining Ecstatic Dance
at Judson Memorial Church

55 Washington Square S, New York

hosted by 

Ecstatic Dance NYC



ecstatic dance

Lachdach Pling
Steinerstraße 5
in München



Kathleen-Vanessa Daniel 
“Dedication Part One” (fineliner-ink on paper, A3)
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